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Lattice Boltzmann Methods (LBM) provide a mesoscopic description of the transport properties of physical systems using a linearized Boltzmann equation. The benefits of these kinetic descriptions arise from the avoidance of the expensive computation
present in both molecular dynamics and fluid descriptions. The benefits of LBM’s are
compounded by the inherent local and thus parallelizable nature of kinetic descriptions.
For a particular distribution function, the linearized kinetic equation becomes:
∂t fs + ξi∂i fs =

−1
(fs − fseq )
τs

(1)

where s indicates the species type and τs is the rate at which the distribution function
fs relaxes to fseq . The discretized form of Eq.(1) is [1]:
1
1
fa (x + ca ∆t, t + ∆t) = (1 − )fa (x, t) + faeq (x, t)
τ
τ

(2)

We have previously shown [2, 3] that the type of lattice plays a critical role in the
numerical stability of LBM’s. We presently use an octagonal lattice because it possesses
a higher level of isotropy than both square and hexagonal lattices.
ca = (cos

2π(a − 1)
2π(a − 1)
, sin
), a = 1 . . . 8
8
8

(3)

In choosing to connect a square grid with an octagonal streaming lattice, one must use
an interpolation procedure to relate the diagonal vectors to the corresponding nodes.
This is performed with a one dimensional six point Lagrange interpolation.
Equation 2 can be expanded using the standard Chapman-Enskog procedure. By
using a scalar distribution function for the velocity and a vector distribution function
for the magnetic field, one can recover [4, 5] the ideal MHD equations. The following
definitions are needed:
density:
momentum:
momentum tensor:
magnetic field:
magnetic flux tensor:


ρ ≡ f0 + a faeq ;

ρvi ≡ a faeq ca,i ;
2

Πi,j ≡ [P + B2 ]δij + ρvi vj − Bi Bj ≡
 eq
Bi ≡ g0,i + a ga,i
;
 eq
Λi,j ≡ Bi vj − vi Bj ≡ a ga,i
ca,j .



a

faeq ca,i ca,j ;

eq
Here, faeq is the scalar distribution function, ga,i
is the vector distribution function
eq
eq
and f0 , g0,i are the corresponding rest particle distribution functions. The relaxation
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distribution functions that satisfy these definitions are:
ρ
2ρc2s
= ρ − 2 − 2 v2
c
c
2
ρ
ρ
ρ
1
1
ρc
faeq = 2s + 2 vi ca,i + 4 vi vj ca,i ca,j − 2 v 2 − 4 Bi Bj ca,i ca,j + 2 B 2
4c
4c
2c
8c
2c
4c
eq
g0,i = (1 − α)Bi
1
α
eq
ga,i
= Bi + 2 (Bi vj ca,j − vi Bj ca,j )
8
4c

f0eq

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Where cs is the sound speed, P ≡ ρc2s , and α is a free parameter that affects the
resistivity. The normalizing factors of c give the correct units and generalize the length
of the streaming vectors. This generalized length provides explicit control of the ratio
∆x
and some weighting of the negative terms which may add to the numerical instability
∆t
of the model.
Upon combining the transport order terms from the Chapman-Enskog expansion
with the Euler level terms, the following dissipative MHD equations are obtained:
2

∂t ρ + ∇ · (ρv) = 0

B
) + v · ∇v = B · ∇B + ν∇2 (ρv) + O(∇ · B, ∇3 )
2
∂t (B) + B · ∇v = v · ∇B + µ∇2 B + O(∇ · B, ∇ · (ρv), ∇3 )

ρ∂t (v) + ∇(P +

(8)
(9)
(10)

Where the viscosity, ν = 14 (τν − 21 ) and the resistivity, µ = α2 (τµ − 12 ) are defined
by the relaxation times. The spurious O(∇3 ) terms come from higher order terms in
the Chapman-Enskog expansion. The O(∇ · B, ∇ · (ρv)) terms come from numerical
deviation away from divergence free ρv and B fields.
The Biskamp-Welter vortex model [7] is a less symmetric generalization of the
Orszag-Tang vortex [6]. It consists of a set of simple 2-D initial conditions which
readily decay to current sheets without additional perturbations.
v(x, y) = v0 sin(y + 2.0)x̂ − v0 sin(x + 1.4)ŷ
B(x, y) = B0 sin(y + 6.2)x̂ − 2B0 sin(2x + 2.3)ŷ

(11)
(12)

The initial current J = ∇ × B, and vorticity ω = ∇ × v, are shown in Figure 1. We
performed the simulations on a 512×512 spatial grid with periodic boundary conditions.
The initial velocity and magnetic field were set to v0 = .150 and B0 = .079 and the
initial viscosity and resistivity were set to .025 giving an initial Reynolds number of
R = 3072 and magnetic Reynolds number of Rm = 1618. Approximately 543 Lattice
Boltzmann time steps are equal to one of the dimensionless time steps typically used
in spectral simulations. For standard Biskamp-Welter A1 conditions we obtain results
similar to previous simulations [4, 7]. The phases introduced by Grauer et al. yield
some interesting phenomina in our resistive MHD simulations which are not present in
the corresponding ideal MHD simulations [8].
Figures (2) and (3) show the vorticity and current profiles after 1254 and 1444 LBM
time steps, respectively. At t = 1254 the large scale initial conditions have decayed
into thin current and vorticity sheets which have converged in two regions. A box like
structure is visible in the center of each X point. At t = 1444 the box like structure
has decayed through magnetic reconnection.
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Figure 1. The vorticity(left) and current(right) at t=0. Both fields begin with large structures.

Figure 2. The vorticity(left) and current(right) at t=1254. A box structure is seen in the
middle of each X point.

Figure 3. The vorticity(left) and current(right) at t=1444. The box structures have decayed
away.
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Scalar-vector LBM’s represent a significant improvement over previous bi-directional
streaming models because of their inherent simplicity. The increased freedom in adjusting the viscosity and resistivity along with better numerical stability make them a
useful method for simulating MHD flows.
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